Bambíno Festival
2021
Festival opening

Science festival

7 - 9 July 2021

2 - 6 August 2021

We are opening the Bambíno festival! Let’s prepare
tickets, let’s create a proper billboard and leaflets! We
need to keep the water intake, so let’s prepare a festival
cup! Let’s wear Bambíno colours and get to a wave of
adventures with Mr. Bambíno!

White gown, protective goggles, glass flask with a liquid that
changes its colours. Yes, that’s right, this is a week in the
sign of science. How is it possible that a soap can repel dirt
from our hands? Can you create a rainbow from candies?
We can write an invisible message but how to decipher it?
Through scientific experiments, children will learn answers
not only to these questions. A magnifying glass will become
our true friend. We will use it to examine closely many
interesting objects from the garden. At the end, we will
make a very popular and indispensable colour slime.

Art festival
12 - 16 July 2021
What comes to your mind when you hear ART? Colours,
maybe theatre, or even architecture and statues? There
are many forms of art and we will try some of them in
Bambíno. We will use colours in many ways, use various
materials for creation, build a futuristic bridge over the river
Moldau, create a piece of work from ceramics, and last but
not least, we will become actors to rehearse a drama with
all the trimmings. Everyone will find the right for himself or
herself because there is an artist hidden in all of us.

Sports festival
19 - 23 July 2021
An unforgettable week full of sports and movement. We
will have first-hand experience with several well and less
known sports, for example including croquet, tennis,
pétanque, athletics or street hockey. We will have a think
about what sportsmen do for their health and physical
condition.

Book festival
26 - 30 July 2021
How is a book created? How do pictures get in and
what is a bibliobus? All little readers, future librarians,
illustrators and writers will definitely enjoy the book
festival in Bambíno. Actually, we will not only read
a number of beautiful stories but we will also think up
and “write” some and amend them with pictures. And
that all into a book handmade by us! And maybe a real
writer, illustrator or a librarian will visit us!

www.skolka-bambino.cz

Movie festival
9 - 13 August 2021
This week, we will talk how an actor‘s movie and animated
cartoon is created, who is the director, screenwriter, actor,
what the clapperboard is, but also what movie genres
there are. We will share our previous movie experiences,
play pantomime, make masks and costumes, and big
friends may shoot their own movie.

Music and dance festival
16 - 21 August 2021
Do you fancy music and dance? If yes, this will be the
right week for you. We will learn new funny songs that will
be accompanied by our handmade musical instruments.
Everything will be boosted with dance creations in the
street dance, waltz, hip-hop, mazurka and other styles.
And what will be the grand finale? Nothing else than
election of our Bambíno superstar.

Fantasy festival
23 - 27 August 2021
Enter the world of fulfilled dreams for fans of fantasy, scifi, fairy tales and games. This week, there will be plenty of
great entertainment accompanied by Harry Potter, Lloyd
Garmadon, Sofia the First, Spiderman a many others. We
will make a week upon our visions and fantasy.

